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Abstract
How do we identify what is actually running on high-performance computing systems?
Names of binaries, dynamic libraries loaded, or other elements in a submission to a batch
queue can give clues, but binary names can be changed, and libraries provide limited insight
and resolution on the code being run. In this paper, we present a method for “fingerprinting”
code running on HPC machines using elements of communication and computation. We then
discuss how that fingerprint can be used to determine if the code is consistent with certain other
types of codes, what a user usually runs, or what the user requested an allocation to do. In
some cases, our techniques enable us to fingerprint HPC codes using runtime MPI data with a
high degree of accuracy.
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Introduction

At supercomputing facilities worldwide, large-scale scientific computation happens as follows: a user
applies for “computing time” on a system, the user is given a time allotment, along with access to a
login node and the ability to submit to a batch queue. Sometime later, depending on the resources
requested and available, the requested job runs on the high-performance computing (HPC) system,
and eventually finishes. But what was the computation actually doing? Was it doing what the user
applied to do, or something else? Alternatively, is it possible that an authorized user was misusing
resources, or perhaps that a non-authorized user gained access to an authorized user’s credentials?
We have developed techniques to classify behavior of parallel computations by analyzing applicationlevel behavior. Specifically, we have developed methods that enable us to analyze communication
patterns and computational resources used by the applications running on HPC machines. We can
then map those patterns either to what the user applied for an allocation to do, to the “normal” use
of the user, or to some atomic notion of computation to the types of computation used by known
applications. The distinction between the first two concepts and the third is somewhat akin to the
concept of intrusion detection [Den87] vs. computer forensics [PBKM05] in computer security: the
former seeks to know if something occurred, and the latter seeks to know what occurred. Ideally,
both could be automated. However, they do not have to be, nor are these processes mutually
exclusive. In the absence of automated (or real-time) forensic techniques, detection may simply be
an automated alert that triggers a manual analysis.
Specifically, we have sought to answer the questions:
1. Is a particular job similar or different to the jobs a user normally runs?
2. Is a particular job similar to the kinds of jobs that a user would be running based on what
they applied for computing time to run?
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3. Does a particular job bear a resemblance to a particular set of computations that the HPC
system should not be used for?
The challenge in this scenario is to develop a means of distinguishing runs of computation so
that different implementations of the same algorithm can be distinguished from entirely different
algorithms. Or, alternatively, can we distinguish between the same algorithm running different
datasets? If we cannot determine an program from its signature, might we be able to determine
what set of codes it is not?
The approach that we ultimately use in this paper is to analyze communication patterns by using
data generated from IPM (Integrated Performance Monitoring) [BCO+ 05]. IPM can be configured
to monitor a variety of runtime events, including MPI (Message Passing Interface) library calls,
POSIX I/O calls, and others. We primarily focus on the MPI calls in our work. We analyze these
through a variety of machine learning techniques, that we describe later.
In the rest of this paper, we discuss related work, the data available, a variety of possible
techniques for analysis, our actual analytical approach, and finally, our results and conclusions.
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Related Work

Traditionally in computer security, there are two kinds of analysis performed: static or dynamic
(occurring at runtime). Static analysis [Bis03, §23] typically involves analyzing source code or the
state of the operating system, disk, or configuration files and performing some kind of propertybased testing [FB97], model checking [CDW04], or automated theorem proving [LMW+ 00]. For
example, if an invariant is that a thread needs to enforce a “lock” in a section of code before a
shared variable is used (to check for certain kinds of race conditions), then a model checker can
analyze source code to see if this is true. Similarly, automated theorem proving can look to see if
a particular formula holds for all possible models.
Dynamic analysis [Bis03, §25], typically intrusion detection [Den87], involves looking at events
at execution time. In computer security, those events are often streams of network packets [MHL94],
system calls [Hof99], library calls [PBKM07], and “syslog” events. Such events are used for network
or host-based intrusion detection [Bac00]. The analyses can be via statistical variance from the norm
(anomaly detection) [JV91] or via a set of data that matches a pre-defined pattern (specificationbased or misuse-based intrusion detection) [KFL94, Pax99, ZHR+ 07]. Anomaly detection has been
successful in limited, focused applications. In larger or broader applications, such as general purpose
intrusion detection, anomaly detection has largely failed [GT06, SP10]. There are a number of
reasons for this: tuning the parameters that control the alert thresholds and control the number
of false positive or negative errors is hard; untainted training data is difficult to obtain, and the
base-rate difficult to determine [Axe00]; intruders can “game” the system over time; and the cost
of errors is high – every false positive is wasted time for security administrators. Finally, anomaly
detection systems typically do not indicate what was anomalous, just that something was different.
Anomaly detection systems are used in practice, but typically in a way that sends alerts to
human system administrators, and not in a way that actually blocks access to a resource. Deterministic, signature-based methods, such as misuse or specification-based intrusion detection are
typically reserved for blocking. On the other hand, anomaly detection systems can be useful indicators for further forensic investigation to determine what happend [PBKM07, Pei07].
Most intrusion detection has focused on network packets or system-level events. Very few
intrusion detection systems (IDSs) focus on application-level events. Those that do traditionally
focus only on database security [Den87] because very few other applications are worth monitoring:
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most damage is done to computer systems through system calls, and so one might as well just
monitor via kernel events rather than library calls and other events in userspace.
The task of monitoring supercomputers is different for several reasons. First, there is more
than one machine in question—there could be thousands of processors. Second, the networks are
extremely difficult or impossible to monitor in real-time without affecting performance. Finally,
perhaps more than in any other instance, the users of the machines are so sensitive to any performance loss, because they are paying explicitly for a large, fast computing resource. However,
HPC systems often already collect relevant data about communication and computation, for use
in analyzing performance, that has negligible impact on performance. Thus, the obvious source
of data to use for analyzing programs on supercomputers is what is already captured regarding
computation and communication: the two primary tasks of the machine.
We believe that both static and dynamic analysis techniques can be applied to the question of
analyzing programs on supercomputers. Both methods have been successful in other areas, and both
have advantages, though neither is obviously superior. When used in tandem, classification accuracy
is generally increased. For the time being, we use the run-time technique, but will pursue combining
that technique with static analysis in the future to examine any improvements in accuracy.
There has been a limited amount of existing research on analyzing HPC communication patterns for the purpose of security or fingerprinting. For example, some work has been done to
analyze statistics regarding communication of the NAS Parallel Benchmarks [BBB+ 91] and other
HPC programs, but did not look at the actual patterns of communication [FY02, VM03]. Other
researchers have analyzed communication patterns in detail, but did not attempt to fingerprint
those patterns or apply them to pattern matching heuristics [SKOS05, Rie06, KOPS09, HKB+ 09].
In the closest work to our own, researchers at Sun Microsystems’s Asia Pacific Science and
Technology Center in Singapore describe a method for distinguishing among four of the NAS parallel
benchmarks using IPM data [MTM+ 09]. The work is successful, albeit preliminary. For example,
it focuses only on four NAS benchmarks, and no other codes. It also does not consider collective
communication: only point-to-point communication such as MPI Send and MPI Recv function calls.
This work informs our own approach, but the fact that it is still preliminary (even using only four
NAS parallel benchmarks) leaves a number of open questions. For example, any small dataset
can be easily fingerprinted, but what happens when unknown code is run? One particularly useful
approach from this earlier work is the method of rank transformation used, allowing runs of different
numbers of processors to be compared without simply truncating the larger run of processors to
the smaller number of processors in order to compare the two.
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Approach

3.1

Data

To perform a run-time analysis, one needs run-time data. On the NERSC supercomputers, the
most obvious runtime data regarding codes that is already being collected is IPM (Integrated
Performance Monitoring) data, principally containing information on MPI use. The level of MPI
data obtained varies proportionally to the impact on machine performance: the more data, the
greater the slowdown of the code.
There are five levels of IPM data available, in order from most to least information, and also in
order from the most to least computationally intensive to collect:
1. Full traces of ordered IPM logs (MPI and POSIX I/O calls), with each processor synchronized
as much as possible to avoid non-determinism, to show not only order of calling within an
3

individual node but order of calling relative to the other nodes.
2. Full traces of ordered IPM logs (MPI and POSIX I/O calls), with each processor unsynchronized, so that only order within each node is known.
3. Aggregated IPM logs checkpointed frequently so that even if ordered traces cannot be captured, one might have some means of determining where one “dwarf” ends and another begins
during a long run.
4. Aggregated IPM logs. Aggregated summaries of the communication data used when the
setting of IPM REPORT=full is given, for performance reasons. Shows the names of the calls
made, the nodes that made the calls, the number of times those calls are made, the names of
the users who submit the jobs, and the total number of bytes sent per those calls.
5. Aggregated IPM logs that show the names of calls made, the number of times those calls are
made, the names of the users who submit the jobs, and the total number of bytes sent per
those calls, but does not show any information about which processors send and receive those
calls. This is the output when the setting of IPM REPORT=terse is used.
In each case, we are also able to capture data from up to four hardware counters, which may say
something about the nature of the computation not just communication. For example, we could
capture something regarding the number of floating-point operations completed.
It is an open research question as to the level of data actually necessary to perform accurate
pattern matching between different programs running on HPC systems. Can we use less data if
we use the approach of comparing a particular computational job to a particular user’s normal
behavior, it is likely that less data might be necessary than if we actually try to identify the
specific computation running. In the latter case we might do this, for example, by identifying
computational dwarves [ABC+ 06] or some other reasonable proxy, like NAS Parallel Benchmarks.
We could then use those to determine whether a particular program known to use those dwarves
is running. However, at some point, do “summaries” make the problem impossible because code
that involves running multiple “dwarves” will aggregate the dwarves together in a manner that is
probably irreversible, and so individual dwarves will be unrecognizable? For example, if multiple
dwarves exist in a particular code, and each has a different adjacency matrix, when the matrix for
each dwarf is aggregated together, are the more subtle dwarves, performing less communication,
masked by the dwarves communicating more, and with more nodes? This is also an open research
question, so we will ultimately look at both options in our future work.
In the analysis discussed in this paper, we use IPM data that is collected in an aggregated
fashion (#4). The fields in this data include: “from” node, “to” node, call name (e.g., MPI Send,
MPI Scatter, MPI Bcast, etc...), bytes sent per call, IPM region, and number of times the call is
made. (Of course, with collective calls, the “to” node is irrelevant.) Thus, for MPI calls, we have a
four or five-dimensional matrix. The size of the datasets can range from a few megabytes to many
hundreds or gigabytes of megabytes for long runs using thousands of processors. Our datasets
include twelve distinct runs of aggregated logs using a mixture of 64 and 256 processors per run,
and eight of which was run with both 64 and 256 processors per run.

3.2

Method

The techniques involved in analyzing ordered traces are similar to techniques to analyze unordered,
aggregated logs. Both use variations on outlier detection, but analyzing the unordered logs primarily relies on analysis adjacency matrices [SKOS05, KOPS09], whereas ordered data contains the
additional feature of which calls from/to which nodes tend to happen in which order.
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In general, it is very hard to predict which features will be most useful for a given classification
problem. Analyzing the matrices alone is one possibility, but what does it mean for one matrix to
be similar to another matrix? Subtle variations may or may not indicate substantial differences.
Additionally, how should scaling be accounted for? For example, if the number of processors used
in a job is twice the number of a separate run of the same algorithm, should one scale the results
by halving results? Finally, after accounting for the scaling as a result of different numbers of
processors used, how should the size of the input, or the tuning options be accounted for?
Another possibility that avoids many of the scaling issues is to guess or derive what data to feed
in a way that is largely independent of the number of processors involved. Intuitively, one might
guess that things to look at include the average degree of each node, the amount of data sent per
node as a ratio with the total amount of data, the ratio of collective to individual communication,
etc... In this paper, we first attempt some straight forward and simple features to explore the
parameter space.
However, it is also clear that the “features” (e.g., ratios of individual to collective communication, “degree” of nodes) that we are using so far are insufficient, because even in these early
analyses, there are still significant variations in the results. It is clear that we need additional
insight about relevant “features” in the data. Often this initial technique of beginning with the
most high-level features solves a significant part of the problem. We can then concentrate on the
hard cases (mistaken prediction or close to mistakes) and see what additional features would be
useful for classifying them.
Table 1: List of codes that we will analyze, the numbers of nodes that each of the codes were
run on, and a description of the algorithm that the code implements.

Code Name
Cactus
fvCAM-1d
fvCAM-2d
GTC
GTC2
GTC3
Hypre
LBMHD
MHD2D
PARATEC
PMEMD
SuperLU

# Nodes Used
64 and 256
64
256
64 and 256
64 and 256
64 and 256
256
64 and 256
256
64 and 256
64 and 256
64 and 256

Description of Algorithm Used
Grid (Finite difference stencil for elliptic PDEs)
Grid (Finite volume stencil)
Grid (Finite volume stencil)
Particle/Grid (particle-in-cell)
Particle/Grid (particle-in-cell)
Particle/Grid (particle-in-cell)
Sparse Linear Solver
Lattice (Boltzman complicated hexagonal stencil)
2D MHD equation solver
Fourier/Grid (plane wave DFT/FFT and BLAS3)
Particle (Particle-mesh Ewald similar to GTC)
Sparse Matrix Multiply

A list of the codes that we analyze is shown in Table 1.
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Results

We have obtained results and applied a variety of machine learning algorithms,1 including naı̈ve
Bayes, k-nearest-neighbor and the locally weighted learning algorithm.
In both cases, we reserve slightly over half of the test cases for training. Those include Cactus
(64 nodes), fvCAM-1d (64 nodes), GTC (64 nodes), GTC2 (64 nodes), GTC3 (64 nodes), LBMHD
(64 nodes), MHD2D (256 nodes), PARATEC (64 nodes) PMEMD (64 nodes), SuperLU (64 nodes).
1

Implementations are from the Weka toolset [HFH+ 09].
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As shown in Tables 2 and 3, the other test cases are used for testing. Note that GTC2 and GTC3
are not different codes, but are runs of the same code using different parameters.
In the first set of analyses, we apply four different machine learning methods to test cases in
which each test case consists of one line per processor used in the run. Thus, the Cactus test case
for 64 nodes is 64 lines long. Each line consists of seven fields, as follows:
1. the code used (e.g., Cactus),
2. the number of the node (e.g., 0–63),
3. the ratio of individual communication to collective communication on the node in question,
4. the number of other nodes that the node in question communicates with via point-to-point
communication (e.g., MPI Send) divided by the total number of nodes in the entire scheme,
5. the number of other nodes that the node in question communicates with via point-to-point
communication (e.g., MPI Send) multiplied by the number of bytes sent in that communication, divided by the total number of bytes sent in the entire scheme,
6. the total amount of collective communication initiated by the node,
7. the percentage of point-to-point communication initiated by the node that is asynchronous
(e.g., MPI Isend as opposed to MPI Send)
Note that these fields merely represent a starting point. Further experimentation will be required
to refine them.
Table 2: True positive rates for four different learning methods used for analyzing data for all
processors. The test cases all use 256 nodes. (Numbers in parentheses represent cases where a
GTC run is simply recognized as a different GTC run. Since it is the same code, we view this
as a correct classification.)

Code Name
Cactus
fvCAM-2d
GTC
GTC2
GTC3
Hypre
PARATEC
PMEMD
SuperLU

1NN
0%
59.4%
54.7% (100%)
1.9% (87.1%)
39.1% (100%)
0%
0%
8.2%
13.1%

Naı̈ve Bayes
0%
97.5%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
7%

Naı̈ve Bayes Mult.
0%
0%
0%
0.4%
0%
0%
99.6%
0%
0%

LWL
0%
0%
1.6% (100%)
0.4% (100%)
98.4% (100%)
0%
0%
0%
29.7%

The results of performing these analyses, for four different machine learning methods, k-nearestneighbor, naı̈ve Bayes, naı̈ve Bayes multinomial, and locally weighted learning (LWL) are shown
in Table 2. As shown, the results are not strong. The methods perform quite badly in most cases.
Using k-nearest-neighbor, Cactus was misidentified as MHD2D, fvCAM-2d was mis-identified as
Cactus, Hypre was mis-identified as GTC or MHD2D, and PARATEC, PMEMD, and SuperLU were
all mis-identified as MHD2D. Using naı̈ve Bayes, Cactus was mis-identified as MHD2D or PMEMD,
all of the GTC algorithms and Hypre were mistakenly identified as SuperLU, and Paratec was
mistakenly identified as PMEMD. Using naı̈ve Bayes multinomial, all of the algorithms that were
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misidentified were misidentified as MHD2D. Finally, using LWL, Cactus, fvCAM-2d, PARATEC,
PMEMD, and SuperLU were misidentified as MHD2D, and Hypre was misidentified as GTC.
In the second set of analyses, we apply machine learning methods to test cases in which each
test case consists of a single line. Each line consists only of thirteen fields, as follows:
1. the code used (e.g., Cactus),
2. the percentage of the total number of point-to-point calls in the program made by Node 0,
3. the percentage of the total number of point-to-point calls in the program made by Node 1,
4. the percentage of the total number of bytes in the program sent by Node 0 using point-to-point
communication,
5. the percentage of the total number of bytes in the program sent by Node 1 using point-to-point
communication,
6. the average ratio of individual communication to collective communication for node 0,
7. the average ratio of individual communication to collective communication for node 1,
8. the average number of other nodes that each node communicates with via point-to-point
communication (e.g., MPI Send), divided by the total number of nodes,
9. the number of other nodes that each node communicates with via point-to-point communication (e.g., MPI Send) divided by n log n where n is the total number of nodes,
10. the number of other nodes that each node communicates with via point-to-point communication (e.g., MPI Send) divided by the total number of nodes, squared,
11. the average number of other nodes that each node communicates with via point-to-point communication (e.g., MPI Send) multiplied by the number of bytes sent in that communication,
and divided by the total number of nodes,
12. the average amount of collective communication initiated per node,
13. the average amount of point-to-point communication initiated per node that is asynchronous
(e.g., MPI Isend as opposed to MPI Send).
The results of performing these second analyses, using the same machine learning methods as
discussed earlier in this paper, are shown in Table 3. These results are considerably improved in
comparison to the first set of analyses. Note that in no case is Hypre classified correctly. This is
not surprising, because it has no training data. Thus, if it were classified correctly, it would have
had to be done either by virtue of process of elimination, or by chance. Thus, ignoring Hypre, using
the k-nearest neighbor and naı̈ve Bayes multinomial methods, the results show that eight out of
nine algorithms were correctly classified.
In the codes that were not identified correctly, however, a similar algorithm was typically identified instead. For example, using the locally weighted learning method, fvCAM-2d was identified
as Cactus another finite stencil algorithm.
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Table 3: True positive rates for four different learning methods used for analyzing summary
data, Node 0 data, and Node 1 data. The test cases all use 256 nodes. (Numbers in parentheses
represent cases where an fvCAM or GTC run is simply recognized as a run of fvCAM or GTC,
respectively. However, since it is the same code, we view this as a correct classification.)

Code Name
Cactus
fvCAM-2d
GTC
GTC2
GTC3
Hypre
LBMHD
PARATEC
PMEMD
SuperLU
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1NN
100%
0% (100%)
100%
100%
0% (100%)
0%
100%
100%
100%
0%

Naı̈ve Bayes
100%
0%
0%
100%
0%
100%
100%
0%
0%
100%

Naı̈ve Bayes Multi.
100%
100%
100%
0% (100%)
0% (100%)
0%
0%
100%
100%
100%

LWL
100%
100%
0%
100%
0% (100%)
100%
100%
0%
100%
0%

Discussion

Why did these results turn out the way they did? Why is the analysis of nodes 0 and 1 so much
more accurate than the analysis of the larger, and more complete amount of data? Our hypothesis
is that in the analyses that we performed, the average statistics for the run were substantially more
important than the per-node statistics. The reason is that the per-node statistics overweight the
value of nodes other than node 0 and node 1, whereas node 0 is typically unique, acting as the
leader for coordinating the operation of all other nodes. Further node 1 is largely representative
of all other nodes. Thus, statistics for only two nodes need to be examined for the data to be
understood, in most circumstances. While there is some variation between node 1 and nodes other
than node 0, node 1 is substantially more similar to nodes other than node 0, than it is to node 0
itself. Thus, using data for more processors causes the data for nodes other than node 0 and node 1
to be overweighted, reducing the overall accuracy of an untuned version of the algorithm.
Fingerprinting HPC code—much like fingerprinting malware—would be relatively easy if the
author or user of the code wanted the code to be fingerprinted. But the circumstances in which
HPC code or malware runs are both potentially adversarial. There are always ways in which an
attacker can take steps to defeat a set of defenses put in place. HPC systems are no exception. As
with system and network-based IDSs, HPC code is also vulnerable to mimicry attacks [WS02]. That
said, the value of an HPC system is in its ability to perform large computations quickly. Most codes
are designed to perform as efficiently as possible. Any alterations to a particular code to mimic
an authorized or safe algorithm would therefore likely slow down the code, perhaps substantially.
Subtle variations in either performance on a single node, or between nodes can easily alter the
performance of a particular piece of code by an order of magnitude, or more.
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Conclusions and Future Work

The problems that we have outlined in this report have existed for years, and are non-trivial to solve.
The ability to collect detailed MPI function call data at low performance overhead has enabled us
to address the problem of fingerprinting HPC codes with a level of accuracy not previously possible.
Thus, we have designed a technique that enables us to fingerprint HPC codes using runtime MPI
data, with a high degree of accuracy. This work is preliminary, however, and there are many avenues
8

for future exploration of this work and related areas. For example, in this work, we selected and
explored only a few metrics for comparison, but other metrics may very well exist that provide
superior results, and countless other machine learning algorithms could be applied.
Separate techniques that we are investigating enable us to take this analysis further, with
additional types of machine learning. For example, we have investigated machine learning and
information theory to identify the most relevant features for classifying computations as normal or
anomalous, while removing redundant features to improve generalization. A special type of Hidden Markov Model is inferred from communication patterns to concisely represent their statistical
properties, and can be used to compute the likelihood that new communications are anomalous, as
well as the distances between models of authorized computation.
Near-future work will determine if our approach can distinguish parallel computations whose
communication patterns depend on varying inputs, such as the size or composition of the data sets
that the program analyzes, or other initial conditions used. To address these concerns, we plan to
incorporate additional data sources such as number of integer and floating point operations and
cache miss rate of each processor. At the same time, after our initial educated guesses, will pursue
a number of more structured approaches to identifying key features of the aggregated dataset.
We will select the most informative of these data sources using metrics from information theory.
In addition, we plan to construct several types of classifiers and combine them using a boosting
technique, which improves classification accuracy by combining multiple, weaker classifiers. We
will also design computations similar to those an attacker might use, in order to test the specific
assumptions of our approach and evaluate its effectiveness. Ideally, we would also like to be able
to fingerprint the code in a way that allows us to use “rules” or “signatures” rather than statistical
variations, to increase accuracy. This is particularly important if this technique were deployed
in an operational environment because false positives require human intervention and can take
considerable time from system administrators to investigate.
We also we seek to fingerprint the codes in a way that enable us to not only distinguish between
them, but to compare them in different ways. For example, we wish to compare codes on per-user
basis to see when users are running code that looks like code they typically run or not [Lee09], or
if they look like code that other users who have applied for an allocation on a supercomputer for
similar purposes also use. We also wish to map the code that is run back to specific “dwarves,” NAS
Parallel Benchmarks (NPBs), or specific applications (e.g., supernova code, cryptography). We
expect to analyze not only communication patterns as factors in our analysis, but also distinctions
in the job submission process, and other system-level details captured in system and network logs.
These additional categories of data will better help us to determine not only if a computer is being
misused, whether by hackers, authorized users, or true insiders [BEP+ 08, BEP+ 09, BEF+ 10].
Ultimately, in order to validate these techniques, tens or even hundreds of sets of logs or traces
of IPM data are needed, because data sets that are too small can cause classifiers to overtrain, and
the resulting conclusions to be spurious [TM02]. In particular, we need different programs with
the same number of nodes and the same inputs. Similarly, we need to examine the same program
with different inputs, and different number of nodes assigned. Even the same code run more than
once with exactly the same parameters, to evaluate the existence and/or effect of non-determinism
are all essential elements to reaching some reasonable intellectual conclusion. Additionally, to map
code to dwarves, one needs to gain a baseline of the dwarves to begin with, which we will do when
reference implementations of the dwarves become available.
Finally, having identified much of the relevant data to collect, we will begin to use the results of
these techniques to construct rules or signatures to identify allowed or disallowed behavior without
having to rely on measuring statistical variations, and the pitfalls, such as false positives, that come
with that technique.
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